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1. Introduction

Introduction
LOOOP, Concept splash screen

Brief
To gain understanding of how future product iterations should be
designed, all from the holistic perspective of LOOOP.

2. Stakeholder interviews

Stakeholder interviews

Research objective
To understand the different stakeholders in our business and specifically
gaining insight to their wants and needs when considering current/future
business management tools (LOOOP).

Methodology
Eight core user groups, highlighted by previous user research initiatives,
were remotely interviewed between 2/12/2020 - 8/1/2021, to gather both
quantitative benchmarks and qualitative feedback to support/move these
benchmarks in the future.
Full list of attendees can be found here.

Stakeholder interviews

Six core scripted themes were explored:

1. Current solution

2. Evolution

3. Users

4. Competitors

5. Risks & fears

6. Success

Stakeholder interviews

These results are just a snapshot
For sake of ease of communication and access, the full findings from this
research have been refined into key points. Individual persona key
findings can be found in the appendix of this deck.
To gain a full picture of each interview and gain insight to specific user
persona requirements, please read the full report.

Stakeholder interviews

Quantitative results

Stakeholder interviews
Quantitative results

Satisfaction

Understanding

&

avg. 1.9

avg. 3.4

Farm management

2.0

Farm management

5.0

Farm director

2.0

Farm director

4.0

Operations

2.0

Operations

1.0

Technical

2.0

Technical

3.5

Finance

2.0

Finance

3.5

Commercial

2.0

Commercial

3.5

Stores

2.2

Stores

2.0

Senior leadership

1.0

Senior leadership

5.0

Note: supporting qualitative data for these metrics can be found here.
These metrics will become a UX quantification benchmark moving forward.

Stakeholder interviews

Qualitative results

Stakeholder interviews
Qualitative results

Holistic findings
•

All users are dissatisfied towards the existing business management tools or systems.

•

Emerging groups of user types can be seen when considering their level of understanding: those who fully
understand, those who moderately understand and those who have a clear lack of understanding.

•

Vast majority of personas voiced their desire for a single system in the future that performs end-to-end and
provides all required functionality.

•

Direct competitors have little likeness to the LOOOP vision due to their inability to perform end-to-end. We
should look to big tech for competitor examples such as Apple, Amazon and Tesla.

•

Product cycles should always be driven by users and their specific requirements.

•

The new systems design and build should be human centric, with user requirements at the core of all new
implementations. Initial implementations should have distributed focus across all user personas as the new
system will affect everyone in the business.

•

There are many individuals in the business whose first language is not English; the experience should be
accommodating to this consideration.

•

Personas often have a perception of the business being reactive, not proactive to events.

•

Data should always be up-to-date or “live”. Data should be reactive to the system holistically.

•

All users see the initial value add from Bx tech last season; they just want more and for it to work better.

Satisfaction

avg. 1.9

Understanding

avg. 3.4

3. Current solution analysis

Current solution analysis

Spotify, Messaging

CONTENT

SIGN UP FLOW

Note: what is UX onboarding and
messaging?

Spotify, Onboarding

Current solution analysis

Current solution research is still
ongoing
•

Getting hands on with our software, and competitors for that matter,
can often be a little tricky. Research to gather further insight for both
current and competitor software is still ongoing.

•

Both Adam and Tom are working on this: Adam from the perspective of
functionality in a “farmer app”, and Tom from the holistic UX view of
LOOOP. Both then combined toinfluence design ideation and product
roadmaps.

•

This will be updated as we gain insight; please check back for updates
to this deck.

Current solution analysis

Packstar
•

No onboarding for new users. The software lacks the ability to onboard
users for itself.

•

Extremely table based. Data is very daunting to look at.

•

Simple navigation that makes sense, however it is duplicated which
causes confusion to the mental modal of the product.

•

Very little presents of goal based, liner journeys.

•

Report generation methods are overcomplicated and do not promote
insight generation.

•

No mobile functionality but does works on tablets.

Packstar, Customer orders

Current solution analysis
Hectre, Bin generation

Hectre
The UI is reasonably pleasant to look at and data is chunked nicely,
however:
•

No onboarding present on any device. Users are left to figure it out for
themselves. This could cause functionality to go unnoticed.

•

Some basic functionality such as bin generation is locked to specific
devices.

•

The system itself is very slow. Data takes a long time to render.

•

Basic interaction useability is missing such as retaining most resent
filter inputs page to page.

•

Functionality of the product, although seeming wide in the IA, is very
shallow. Function does not go past very MVP level.

Current solution analysis

Orca scan
Lorem

Current solution analysis

Red zone
Lorem

Current solution analysis

Greenlight
Talk to farm manger

Current solution analysis

Harvest manager/picker
Talk to farm manger

Current solution analysis

Key findings
•

Lorem

4. Competitor analysis

Competitor analysis

Direct competitors

Competitor analysis
Direct competitors

Access/entry points
Competitors often provide functionality for software to be
displayed on many different screen sizes and devices. Unless
blocked by hardware limitations (e.g. no camera to scan codes)
functionality is not restricted to specific devices.
Web apps are primarily used on desktop devices and native
apps on mobile platforms.

AgCode, Desktop & Mobile

Competitor analysis
Direct competitors

Information
architecture (IA)
Function led

VS

Persona led

IA’s are dictated by the top-level functions of the

IA’s are dictated by the persona using product; users

product. Often seen in narrow scoped products. All

see the most relevant structure of IA for their persona.

users see the same IA.

Often seen in larger products.

Competitor analysis
Direct competitors

Information
architecture (IA)
Function led

Persona led

VS

Positive:

Positive:

•

•

Shared understanding between users. Promotes
more hybrid persona types/ways of working.

Highly streamlined. Users are positioned in the
system exactly where they need to be.

Negative:

Negative:

•

•

Uncoordinated. Users can see/interact with

Promotes siloed ways of working if understanding

functionality that has no relevance to them. Could

of other users' roles within the system are not

lead to errors.

clearly illustrated e.g. Finance did this, so you do
that.

Competitor analysis
Direct competitors
Example Desktop template

Page templates
Template libraries are used to not only provide a cohesive and familiar
experience to users, but also to allow the build of a product to be
streamlined through the limited scope of possible pages.
Templates themselves are made up of sections, and sections are made
up of components. A user goal defines what components are needed to
achieve success.
Examples of templates:
•

Dashboard

•

Focused insight

•

List

•

Input

Competitor analysis
Direct competitors
Two investment concept sections

Page components
Sections are built from a limited component library.
These components are often interchanged inside of
the same template to best fit a specific visualisation.
Examples of components:
•

KPI

•

Graph

•

Table

•

Map

•

Filter

•

Form

Competitor analysis
Direct competitors

Offline
Some competitors do offer offline modes where functionality is limited but
still useable e.g. Hectare. Others however completely cease to function
with the lack of connection.

Farmable, no internet

Competitor analysis
Direct competitors

User
interface (UI)
Positive:

Negative:

•

Maps are used at every opportunity to visualise
spatial data. Often interactable.

•

Farmable

•

Very tight grids. Little breathing room between
sections.
Little use of chunking. Components within
sections often blur together.

•

Lack of iconography. Very wordy and often hard to
digest content.

•

No visual appeal. There is very little excitement to
interact with these products.

Competitor analysis
Direct competitors

Key findings
•

Products are accessible from multiple different devices/platforms. Besides hardware limitations, access to
functionality is not restricted between these.

•

Two common structures of IA can be seen: function led, where users are given the top-level functions of
the product, and persona led, where the IA is dictated by the specific functions a particular persona.
Function led is mostly seen in smaller products whereas persona led occurs in more complex.

•

Page template libraries are often used to define specific make ups of page builds; making the product
more efficient to build whilst also promoting user recognition and understanding of liner journeys. The
same can be said for component libraries but at a macro scale.

•

Offline functionality on mobile platforms is not always present among competitors.

•

Competitor UI’s do make good use of spatial data visualisations. However, many basic UI practices to
promote useability are not present.

Competitor analysis

Indirect competitors

Competitor analysis
Indirect competitors

Note: why do we look at indirect
competitors?
•

Often already well established and successful products. We need to
understand what they are doing right.

•

Large, established and mature design and research teams embed
within the products. We don’t have to reinvent the wheel.

•

Large daily users allow them to lead the way in newly established,
learnt user behaviour. Our products shouldn’t stick out in a bad way
when it comes to look and feel.

Competitor analysis
Indirect competitors

Airbnb
•

Whenever spatial data is presented it is always done so in tandem
with clean and direct visualisations. Maps play a key role in helping
users understand the data they are being presented.

•

There is a clear linear mental model always presented by the product.
Users are prompted to the path they need to take either via in product
messaging or page components themselves.

Airbnb, Search

Competitor analysis
Indirect competitors

Google Maps
•

Used in tandem with spatial data visualisations, timelines allow users
to navigate through a journey even through multiple events that may
course confusion.

•

Deeper level insight such as where a train is in real time allows users
to manage expectations and emotions when using the product.

•

Minimal design theming allows for colour theory to shine though and
provide maximum recognition.

•

The product is still highly functional if an internet connection is
dropped.

•

Feed-based home screen provides recommendation led content
discovery with relevance top to bottom.

Google Maps, Commute

Competitor analysis
Indirect competitors

Spotify
•

Offline functionality is present in the mobile app. Users are clearly
messaged towards connectivity statuses and content
recommendations are updated between states. Cashes data ahead of
a user's journey to negate churn should a connection be intermittent.

•

Provides seamless transition in functionality between devices, allowing
users to pick up instantaneously from where they left off.

•

Feed-based home screen provides recommendation led content
discovery with relevance top to bottom.

•

Transparent with their ways of collecting data to sustain content
recommendation and relevance e.g. Discover weekly and Spotify
Wrapped.

Spotify, App offline

Competitor analysis
Indirect competitors

Coinbase
•

Provides clean and consumable interaction with graphs. The
interaction itself drives the consumption of data as appose to the
graph promoting passive engagement. Scopes of data can be
widened and narrowed easily.

•

A clean interface allows colour and type theory to be dominant
throughout the interface. Data is bold, identifiable and consumable.

•

Feed-based home screen provides recommendation led content
discovery with relevance top to bottom.

Coinbase, Crypto item

Competitor analysis
Indirect competitors

Headspace
•

Is always looking for ways to help users build positive habits whilst
encouraging a balanced engagement with out-of-product activities.

•

Due to the public nature of their positive agenda, Headspace is always
very transparent with its hooks and encourage users to “Learn more”
about their measurements and methods.

•

Daily engagement is a KPI Headspace uses to measure success,
however this is always contrasted next to emotion benchmarks such
as stress levels. Both metrics together provide Headspace with their
impact metric.

•

Allow users to download content should they require access without
an internet connection.

Headspace, Next steps

Competitor analysis
Indirect competitors

Key findings
•

Spatial data is always visualised with maps. These maps are interactive but specific in their function that is directly related to
the user’s goal.

•

The minimal theming of the products allows for typographic and colour theories to shine through.

•

Products aim to maximise functionality when an internet connection is inconsistent by using cashing methods for predicted
journeys and providing downloadable content where possible.

•

Graph data is presented minimally and uses interaction methods to provide analytical insight on top of the visualisation.

•

Many often adopt a feed-based home screen to provide recommendation led content discovery with relevance top to bottom.
Clear liner mental models are then provided through journeys to achieve user goals.

•

Some aim to maximise transparency of data collection and adoption of habit hooks through clear and engaging messaging.

•

In most cases, direct competitors provide the same levels of functionality across a wide range of supported platforms.

5. Proposal

Proposal

We should peruse a “persona led” IA
•

Our stakeholders desire a full end-to-end, single system; this will make our product bulky in
function. For this to be achieved in a consumable and easily onboarded manner, users
should only see what is relevant to them. A persona led IA will cater for this.

•

Direct competitors who are achieving some form of end-to-end system are implementing a
persona led IA’s.

•

Indirect competitors, also adopt persona led IA’s. This is not obvious at first glance due to
all IA’s being similar across users. However, indirect competitors are segregating users in
much more complex methods such as dynamic onboarding and algorithmic
recommendation led experiences.

•

We should ideate towards a persona led IA; however, we may wish to initially adopt feature
led due to complexity of build, ability to have a hybrid workforce and to promote a shared
initial understanding of the new system. This will be explored during ideation and a clear
plan concluded prior to user research.

Persona Led Information Architecture

Proposal

Our system should run on as many
devices and screen sizes as possible
•

Stakeholders expressed themselves as being on-the-go in their day to day, often
stating how specific hardware is required to cater for this dynamic interaction with
systems.

•

Direct competitors are accommodating for this consideration. However,
functionality is often restricted on specific devices whist not informing users to why
this is.

•

In most cases, indirect competitors provide the same levels of functionality across
a wide range of supported platforms.

•

Ideation should accommodate a wide range of both devices and screen sizes. We
should aim to maximise the possible shared functionality across devices at every
stage. Web, Tablet & Mobile as standard. To prioritise web app vs native app, we
need to first have functionality requirements, then engineering research can be
undertaken to diagnose what platforms are necessary.

Airbnb, Web & native app

Proposal

We should design and build
atomically (templates, sections etc.)
•

Stakeholders express how this endeavour should have human centric
considerations designed at its core. Designing atomically will enable us to easily
test and iterate toward the best experience for individual personas.

•

Direct competitors show signs of being design atomically, however, with stunted
iteration in the front end, this has led to templates looking often very similar in their
look and feel.

•

Indirect competitors such as Google have pioneered designing atomically with
great success. There products have a seamless look and feel across platforms and
provide developers with a tight and cohesive library's to work with.

•

We should work atomically from the start. This may initially take time to set up but
once established, we will have a very solid foundation to ideate and develop the
product. Material UI will be used initially to minimise set up time.

Proposal
Spotify, App offline

We should provide a seamless online
to offline experience
•

Agriculture often lends to working in rural, intermittent connection prone locations.
The system should cater for the dynamic connectivity of users else we face
downtime and input issues.

•

Direct competitors often do not cater for this functionality. Great opportunity exists
to have a competitive edge in this area.

•

Although often hard to notice, direct competitors who heavily promote use on
mobile platforms have this functionality embedded into their products. Users are
always provided with the best possible experience that their connectivity will
provide.

•

We should look to pre-empt usage in an experience and cache all relevant data for
later access. Offline functionality (on mobile) should be designed into the system
as a foundation where necessary. Most of this should be catered for in a web app
but again, further engineering research should be done to know exactly.

Proposal
Headspace, Next steps

Onboarding and messaging should be
a central pillar of the experience
•

As shown in stakeholder quantitative scores, understanding is variable among
personas. They often suggest that this is due to the lack of onboarding to the many
systems.

•

Direct competitors and our current systems lack onboarding processes and are
very minimal in their approach to messaging. This leaves users feeling as if the
system assumes they know what they are doing; this is often not the case.

•

Indirect competitors are unassuming in their abundant approaches to onboarding
and messaging users into their products and whilst using them. This messaging is
continuous throughout a products lifetime and allows the user to dig deeper, should
they wish to do so.

•

We should directly look at embracing indirect competitor methods of automated
onboarding and messaging. This piece may need its own sprint through the design
process to make sure we follow best practice and leave our users satisfied entering
the product.

Proposal

We should pursue the design of a
minimal but highly useable UI
•

Majority of users stated a requirement of our new system should that it is highly
useable. Part of good useability is the desire of wanting to pick up a system and
play with it. An ascetically pleasing UI is the kicker to making this happen. The UI
should be accommodating for non-Engligh speaking users.

•

Direct competitor interfaces are dense with data and visualisation, often leading to
an overloading consumption experience.

•

Indirect competitors house data in very minimal UIs with the aim of minimising
overload and reducing anxiety. Design principles such as typographic and colour
theory are then allowed to be used to their full capability. They do this whist still
maintaining a present and cohesive brand presence.

•

We should not look back to direct competitors when ideating towards our UI. We
should fully embrace the notion of our product rubbing shoulders in terms of look
and feel with the giants of tech.

Coinbase, Web & native app

6. Next steps

Next steps

Double
diamond

Next steps

Next steps from design
•

Further discovery: gather insight to drive learnings from released prototype train implementations.

•

Design: ideate towards an end-game IA/design architecture feeding insights from all aspects of our
current team. This end-game design architecture can then be scaled backwards to align with initial scope
whilst still maintaining sight of the end-game system.

•

Refine: at lo-fidelity, mock-up wireframes and build design prototypes that will allow us to test this design
architecture with our users.

•

Once all foundational UX work has been complete, UI design will then be initiated.

Thank you.
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Stakeholder interviews

Appendix
Stakeholder interviews

Farm managers
•

Initial Bx tech rollouts have provided visibility that never existed prior. Great value is seen in the evolution of
this as it saves time and provides a “good end of day view of the processes”, however, reports do not
provide enough information or meet their specific user requirements in their current state. "We need to be
able to locate the specific problem and fix it”, "Not designed for us but for Ben”.

•

Have great desire to capture financial data in a better way; currently working reactively as
appose too proactively. Feel embarrassed when interacting with Finance as they feel ill prepared to provide
the necessary information.

•

The system should easily enable access to all live and historical data in an instantiations and reactive
manner, empower them to provide Finance with everything they need and enable them to know exactly
when is best to perform farm actions. All of this should be accessible on any device, anywhere.

•

Very open to change and see great value in constant iteration and user testing. Great opportunity lies in
having a system for feeding back requirements, recommendations and issues.

•

Farm managers see themselves as a key user group who, when enriched and upskilled with new systems,
will send positive ripples of efficiency throughout the business.

•

Fears surround a possible lack of transparency in the roadmap, the removal of legacy systems prematurely
and the possible lack of formal onboarding that could occur.

•

Success would be a system that accommodates legacy functionality out of the box and promotes the
enrichment of users lives. Success+ would see the system making the decisions for them automatically.

Satisfaction

2.0

Understanding

5.0

Appendix
Stakeholder interviews

Farm director
•

Current solutions do perform well when considering basic ability to stay on the right side of the law,
however, these systems possess a steep learning curve for users to become competent and add value.
Even then, the back-ends do not provide enough functionality to properly fulfil user requirements.

•

Future systems need to be vertically integrated; having control over the design, development and
maintenance. We need a system that seamlessly updates and progresses with external data such as
government legislation. This will be key to staying relevant and usable.

•

Our area of opportunity is traceability; orchard to consumer. We should be collecting as much meta data as
possible. "Yard operations should be seamless”.

•

The business will see a wholistic bump in performance with initial implementation of a complete system.
Everyone should have all the possible insight to do their role efficiently.

•

Nobody has done anything like this before. We should look outside of Ag for examples on how to succeed

Satisfaction

2.0

Understanding

4.0

e.g. Apple and Amazon.
•

Fears are seen towards a possibility of lack in technical understanding for how the business runs from the
tech team, the possibility that adoption by staff could be difficult and the that the system might not cope with
the on-the-go nature of the business.

•

Success would be a profitable business that makes a positive impact in the full sense; both people and
planet. "people, profit, planet!". Success+ would be seeing improvements in soil carbon/bio diversity this
year. "Regen is key". Metrics: P&L by orchard, people (falls into business culture/HR).

Appendix
Stakeholder interviews

Operations
•

Do currently have visibility over cost but to get this can be a very long-winded process that is prone to error.
Long timeframes then lead to department blockers. Currently three different systems in use on the shop
floor; having no single system makes it hard to understand and train/retain individuals.

•

The future system should be user friendly, minimize the capability for error and remove the need for legacy
systems.

•

Opportunity lies in understanding cost: we should be more proactive towards budget by forecasting cost as
far into the future as possible.

•

Everyone on the shop floor will be greatly affected by this endeavour. We currently see a high amount of
churn in the workforce; the system should make peoples jobs easier, more enriched and overall reduce
churn through a managed bottom-up methodology.

•

Fears are expressed towards the possibility that operational changes on the shop floor may not be made to

Satisfaction

2.0

Understanding

1.0

accommodate for the best possible process when working with the new system.
•

Success would see a system empowering and upskilling its workforce. Success+ would be to manage all
autonomous robotics end game. “Shift managers should be owning the game”. Metrics: run hours.

Appendix
Stakeholder interviews

Technical
•

Some systems do perform well when in auditing scenarios, allowing for easy export processes of historical
data. However, our systems are great in numbers and do not communicate effectively with one another.
Fruit quality and compliance is often not traceable and overall, much more data is required.

•

Trackability should be a foundational functionality of the new system. A PO should be traceable from
orchard to customer with all compliance data attached to it. Only at this point existing systems can be
archived.

•

A great opportunity exists where QC checks do not have to be performed by a “QC individual”; we should
move to a QC culture, getting full buy in from individuals on the shop floor. “Everyone should be aligned to
the product”.

•

Bx tech should work closely with the planning team to maintain that current compliance functionality is fully
understood and working inside of the new system. This maintains that we stay compliant in the eyes of the
law.

•

Fear exists in losing trackability periodically in the new system. The software needs to be thoroughly tested
prior to a release, to then allow for confidence in dropping legacy systems.

•

A success system would be one that is user friendly, provides all necessary information in the most
accessible means and provides full traceability end-to-end.

Satisfaction

2.0

Understanding

3.5

Appendix
Stakeholder interviews

Finance
•

Overall, there are little benefits of current systems from a Finance perspective. "The tools are there,
they're just crap". Finance needs to be provided with as much data as possible to generate metrics such
as growing costs, packhouse costs, packing rates, what we are selling (at price) etc. This data needs to be
contained in a single system with a single source of truth. Having an orchard level P&L is “our dream”.

•

Fears are expressed around possible teething issues with data duplication and onboarding. Possible
degradation of the customer experience could affect the bottom line of the business. Trust must be built
between finance and the new system as to avoid an ongoing process of validation through legacy systems.

•

Success would be to provide all necessary financial functionality, enabling for great speed of decision
making. The system would require minimal human input to minimize error rates. Success+ would be to
have access to any desired report whilst having long term vision to future events. Metrics: Speed and
accuracy.

Satisfaction

2.0

Understanding

3.5

Appendix
Stakeholder interviews

Commercial
•

There are no benefits of the current systems from a Commercial perspective. Feelings of concern and
discomfort are felt towards the amount insight that exists for stock levels in stores. People are not correctly
inputting/outputting to current store data systems making them untrustworthy. "A good system
encourages people to track the data". Invoices often get lost causing great disruption.

•

In future systems, bins in the field should be tracked from the start; we should be able to know where a bin
is at any time, the state that it is in (moving/static) and what product it is. More info from the orchards the
better (QC/sizing).

•

Swings in volume can be dramatic and can have large ripples in the business. Providing visibility to user
personas such as commercial, finance and planning will greatly mitigate this.

•

Concerns are expressed toward the metric of time; nature doesn’t wait for anyone and the business will
press on without the new system if it isn't present. There is a possibility that we might not understand our
users enough and miss key user requirements for the processes. Data input process may not be

Satisfaction

2.0

Understanding

3.5

maintained correctly for the system to function as indented.
•

A successful system is one that is user friendly and provides them with all the necessary data, both live and
historical.

Appendix
Stakeholder interviews

Stores
•

Current systems do provide greater traceability; however, they are overly complicated, time consuming and
require a great deal of validation to have confidence in. These systems are often dropped for manual input
processes due to faults such as lack of internet connection.

•

There is often already little space or time to accommodate for process the current systems dictates. Data
input is a very cumbersome task and often ”feels like a never-ending stream". Physical implementation
for the workforce, other than hardware, should be considered such as gloves that work with iPads in cold
stores; all implementations should be human centric.

•

Opportunity exists around having greater physical space in packhouses to accommodate for a more fluid
system of input/output. For this to work effectively users should be given definitive instruction of what needs
to be moved where. Opportunity also surrounds the issue of staff retention: we should have clear
understanding of who should be doing what and when. Staff currently become demoralized before they can
get invested in the business.

•

2.2

Understanding

2.0

Fear exists around how new tools could be used against employees as appose to enriching and up skilling;
this is both in the perspective of system decisions and those made individuals using the system e.g.
enforcing a point negatively. Risk is expressed in how traceability labels are use on bins; these tickets could
be lost or damaged. The process of scanning traceability labels may amount to time delays that will ripple
throughout the busines.

•

Satisfaction

Success looks like a system that takes user requirements as the main priority to aid the enrichment of staffs
lives as appose to just focusing on KPI's. Metrics: user satisfaction.

Appendix
Stakeholder interviews

Senior leadership (SLT)
•

Some of the current systems do possess good experiences, however none of the current ones provide all
of the functionality we need end-to-end. A lot of these systems are very expensive and often see periods of
outage. "They're terrible".

•

A future system should have a great look and feel to promote an overall positive perception. API should
provide system-to-system communication where needed. As a business we have big plans for growth both
internally and externally; the system should accommodate for this and anyone who wants to use it. Full
automation should always be the end game that we drive towards.

•

A key area of opportunity surrounds the metric of time. Currently everything happens far too slowly and
great inefficacy is caused by this.

•

Fear is centralized around the theme of onboarding; all users should be invested and ready to adopt the
new process. Having buy in from all managers is key to making sure implementation doesn’t affect the
bottom line of the business to a great extent.

•

Success would be a system that runs the whole business and performs with no human input. Success+ is
seeing constant evolution of the product. We must keep updating the system constantly in an integrated
product led way, all whilst not charging for updates. We should see a level of success when other industries
are using our product as a generic, end-to-end carbon tool. Metrics: profit, efficiency, visibility and user
satisfaction.

Satisfaction

1.0

Understanding

5.0
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Direct competitors
AgCode, Desktop & Mobile

Farmable.
•

Good overall experience and UI but lacks overall functionality.

•

Data inputted to the app can be outputted via the desktop webapp.

•

Data input is very manual and does not provide means of automation.

•

Insight is very surface level and does not provide deep access to
meta.

•

No offline mode in app.

